Coaching Guildford
Hockey Club
A guide to effective practice design for hockey coaches

“Nobody can design practises
for your team as well as you can”

The aim of this booklet is to share some tips on how to design and deliver
outstanding training sessions at Guidlford Hockey Club

Part 1
How?

1. Where should I start…?

“Start with the end in mind”

Begin by deciding what you want players to achieve by setting aims;
How to decide on your
aims?
 Things that went well
in the last match
 Common mistakes
bring made
 New Skills you’d like to
players to learn
 For players to have fun
 To replicate match likesituations

Aims

For example:
The aim for this session is…
1. For players to Improve their reverse stick hitting
2. For the team to score more short corners
3. For players to win make more tackles

Session
Design

2. How do I plan a good session…?

Good sessions are made up of good practices.

Here are some more comments, from players, about good hockey
sessions:

We always start with
fun games

The instructions
are clear

The teams
are fair

Our practices
are exciting
and there’s
always a
winner

The coach lets us get
on with it

We have time to
practise stuff that we
want

It’s fun

3. What should a practice look like…?

The best way to satisfy the Golden Thread is to use game play as often
as you can.

4. How do I design game play…?
The environment builder is a way of planning gameplay into a session.
It allows you to deliver varied and interesting sessions that match up
with your aims.

Example;

This example is from an U17 Performance Centre Session at Guildford

Here is the pitch design

Here is the environment builder: The aim is to encourage players to
play forward fast;

Aim: To encourage players to play forward fast
Boundaries

Scoring
Players
Start position
of players
Ball Feed
Point scoring

Time limit

Additional
rules

The pitch is 60m x 28m to encourage players to play forward quickly
and create layers through the pitch. Teams will be successful if they
play forward fast. Slow build up play will be unsuccessful because it is
easy to defend a narrow channel
Normal goals and D
6 outfield players per team and 2 subs. To maintain pressure on the
ball and match like intensity the numbers of players is quite high for
the narrow space. Two subs allow for a high intensity
No constraints are placed on the start position of players. Being
available for a pass and then the bonus point for leading ahead is
designed to encourage movement and for forward players to ‘create
space and layers’ by starting a long way up the pitch
The coach must have balls ready for every restart to allow the ball to
be played forward fast and reward quick restarts
3 points for a goal
2 points for a short corner
1 point for anyone who passes the ball forward and leads ahead of
the player that they pass it to.
5 minutes per section. This generates intensity. Between each section
the players lead a two minute debrief/teamtalk.
Questions:
What went well?
How can you maximise points scoring?
Give me one thing to improve?
What is your overall aim?
What does it look like when you are successful?
Balls for all free hits can be fed from the defending team’s left-half
corner. This encourages the team to play from front to back quickly
and limits the amount of time in the game where there is congested
play around the opposition circle (not the aim of the session)

Adding particular rules, rewards or points for certain actions (in this case,
leading ahead of the person that you pass the ball to) is part of an approach
called CLA (Constraints Led Approach). In technical terminology the constraint
encourages certain behaviours.

CLA is a massively successful approach to learning. Try it!

Games also satisfy the principle that…
“Kids learn to make good decisions by making decisions, not by
following directions”

But, be careful; in order to be meaningful and engaging Games should
have a purpose
Keep the score carefully
Don’t bend the rules
Introduce a consequence or a reward (e.g. the winning side take
shuffles, or the losing side pick up the cones and tidy away the kit)

5. Do I always need to play games…?
No, particularly for novice hockey players there is definitely a need for
technical development.
Technique – these are the movements that allow someone to hit or
push a ball effectively; the basics.
Skill – This is successfully performing the right techniques at the right
time.
When you design a session think about this continuum – if you want to
have a technical emphasis then you can design sessions where
individuals spend time practising alone or in small groups. Tactical
sessions work well when more players train (or ‘co-adapt’) together.

NOTES

Part 2
Examples

6. Giving effective feedback
Coach feedback
Providing lots of feedback during training helps a learner improve and can
increase their motivation to practise that exercise. However, in a match
situation where they are not constantly receiving feedback from the coach
the execution of skills is likely to drop in standard because the player has
become dependent on the extrinsic feedback. Try these ideas to make the
most of practice opportunities.

Intrinsic feedback

Group feedback

How did that feel?

What went well?

What did you notice?

Come up with two ways to improve as a
team?

What worked well?
What did it look like?

Suggest the most important way to
improve?
How can you be successful as a team?

Peer feedback
What did your partner do well?
Give one way your partner could
improve?
What did that look like?
Why was that successful?

Is there one thing that everyone could
work on?
What makes it difficult as a forward?
What helps you play well?

NOTES

There are three examples of practices here. Each starts with the end in
mind
The aim for this session is…

1. For players to Improve their reverse stick hitting
2. For the team to score more short corners
3. For players to win make more tackles

The aim for this pratice is…

EXAMPLE ONE

 For players to Improve their reverse stick hitting
0-15 min
Warm up: reverse stick hitting involves being low to the ground and on the move, so the warm up should
prepare players to perform these movements.
Stuck in the mud warm up, all players in the D, two players have to tag the rest of the group who stand
with their legs and arms apart until another free player releases them by crawling through their legs.
Explain to the players that the aim of the session is to work on the technique of how to hit a ball on the
reverse stick and the skill of when to do it. No further explanation offered.
15-30 min
All players have fifteen minutes to design their own practice for reverse stick hitting, working as a pair.
Whilst this is going on walk around and talk to players. Film the players on the ipad and let them feedback
in small groups.
What worked well? How does it feel when you hit the ball cleanly? What does it look like when your
partner hits the ball cleanly?
30-45 min
Developments: I would say “all reverse stick hits must be done on the move” [Giving them a goal and
allowing them to work out how to achieve it…this recognises that there is more than one way to carry out
a technique and it means the practice isn’t limited by your own knowledge/ability to describe and explain a
technique}
For successful players they can begin to add variation to their drills by mixing up how the ball is fed, or by
receiving and shooting.
45-50 min
Debrief and share ideas
50-65 min
Reverse stick shooting practice.
First, players run in a straight line from the 25 yard line towards the penalty corner injection mark. When
they get into the D they shoot reverse stick whilst still on the move.
Next; they run into the circle and I drop feed a ball and they have to adjust their feet to shoot first time
with the reverse stick.
Competitive shooting practice
Points scoring; 1 point for contact, 2 points for a flat hit, 3 points on target or across goal

65-85 min
Five a-side game: the winning team from the shooting practice starts with a 3 point head start.
The pitch is set up inside the red dashed line (as shown below) to encourage more left sided attacking play.
Any goal scored on the reverse stick is worth double. Any goal scored after a reverse stick pass is worth
double.

The aim for this practice is…

EXAMPLE TWO

 For the team to score more short corners
0-15 min
Warm up: short corners are an important part of match play so the aim of the session is to practise
short corners AND practise winning short corners in the D/defending in the D.
Warm up focus is on good footwork, staying mobile and moving / protecting feet.
Footwork and ladder drills, without and then with a stick and ball
Partner shin tag; use one hand to protect the forehead and the other hand to try and tag an
opponent’s shins in order to score a point.
Nutmeg (pana) dribble game; in a pair each player has a ball and must try and dribble it through their
opponents legs. Develop into a whole team game where the aim is to get the ball through any other
players’ legs (use a 10m x 10m area)
15-30 min
Free swim: (Free swimming means a chance to players to design their own practice)
Short corner practice time using all three Ds. All players asked to practice injecting, trapping or flicking.
Instruction; flicking only for deflections.
30-40 min
Free swim:
Group practice of short corners. Aim – come up with three short corners, each one involving a pass.
40-55 min
Short corner competition; two teams of 5-7 players take five short corners alternating between groups.
Every corner must involve a pass and the team has five seconds from the injection to score a goal
(encouraging rebounds). Scores carry forward into the match.
55-90
Match play
5-aside game played on a shortened pitch. So that every foul is a short corner. To increase the number,
intensity and random variation when the whistle goes there is 15 seconds to plan, take and score the
short corner. No two consecutive short corners can be the same routine.
Emphasise on winning short corners, on defending effectively in the D (protecting feet) and short
corner routines.

The aim for this practice is…

EXAMPLE THREE

 For players to win make more tackles
0-15 min
Warm up: Practising tackling and defending relies on having a good attacking challenge so the warm up
focuses on mobility and ball carry.
Using the channel (marked below) ask the players to carry the ball through the channel. Give minimum
instructions and encourage them to watch other players as they walk back around the outside of the
grid.
For example;





carry the ball as quickly as you can
Lift the ball at least twice
Spin around with the ball twice
Carry the ball like you are running down the right side line

15-45 min
1 v1 Attacking and defending.

45-65 min
1 v 1 and 2 v 2 continuous
Using the pitch laid out below (two Ds facing each other, width of the pitch = to the width of the Ds) start
with the two separate teams in diagonally opposite corners of the pitch (team 1 and team 2)
One player from each team enters the field of play and a ball is fed to the attacker from team 1. This player
is the attacker aiming to score a goal at the end where team 2 are lined up. The other player (a defender)
tries to tackle them.
When the attacker has scored or the defender has cleanly won the ball and fed it back to his own team
that repetition is over.
Immediately a new ball is fed onto the pitch to the player from team 2 (who was a defender and now
becomes an attacker) A player from team 1 should have run onto the pitch to act as a defender.
This pattern is repeated and the exercise becomes a continuous 1v1 match up.
The same exercise works with 2 v 2.
As well as goals, extra points can be scored for two handed tackling and cleanly winning the ball to
encourage good practice.
65-90 min
After the continuous 1 v 1 and 2 v 2 the same pitch should be used for 6 aside match play. Using similar
affordances; such as extra goals for clean tackling
Briefing and team talks can be player led to maximise opportunities for discussion and to work out how to
implement the session aims.

